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Background

◼ Several million people around the world live with

limb loss.

◼Foot prosthesis is useful to improve their quality of

life, and powered foot prosthesis enables them to

walk naturally.

◼However, most are too expensive for most

amputees to afford.

◆The prosthetic market is not open.

◆Their control systems are complex.
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Purpose

◼ Developing and providing a low price and high
performance foot prosthetic.
◆ It emulates the motion of a healthy foot with a half cycle

delay.

◼Introducing changes of angle velocity and angle
for both healthy feet during walking.

◼Introducing a prototype of proposed foot
prosthesis.
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Differences in gait between hemiplegia 
patients and healthy people
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EXISTING POWERED FOOT PROSTHETICS
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Basic principle and structure

◼Principle: The motions of both feet are basically 
the same, with a half cycle difference.

◼Structure
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Normal walking gait cycle
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Differences between the right foot and left 
foot while walking
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Prototype of PEHF
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Measured angle velocity and angle in 30/60 KHz pulse
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Conclusion

◼A foot prosthesis that emulates the gait motion of a healthy

foot was proposed.

◼ There were no differences between both feet except for the

half cycle delay. The shape of the curve of angle velocity and

the cycle period of the right foot was very similar to those of

the left foot.

◼ It is possible to emulate the motion of a powered foot

prosthesis with the gait motion of a healthy foot.
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Future works

◼The introduced single motor cylinder could not drive a foot

part well. We have to look for a suitable cylinder motor.

◼Establishing a method for controlling cylinder motors on

the basis of the angle velocity of the gyro sensor mounted

into the heel part of the shoe worn on the healthy foot.

◼Examining a prototype with a real limb amputee.

◼Since the proposed foot prosthesis emulates motion of a

healthy foot, leg amputees who use this prosthesis and have

healthy foot; must start a walk with their healthy foot. We

must investigate whether they could accept this limitation.13


